Appearance Release – Rural Digital Youth Resiliency Project
The Rural Digital Youth Resiliency Project (the "Organization" which includes any assignee, licensee or successor in title) is
creating a documentary and multimedia projects, made up of material submitted by online users, which is intended for making
available on our site, streaming services, and social media platforms, and other distribution worldwide (the “Content” which
includes any and all versions of such multimedia content now or subsequently produced, any part or parts of such content, any
trailers, promotional material, documentary or other production based on or relating to such content).
One of the filmmakers submitting footage for the Content (named below) has recorded you and/or your voice on camera, or intends to
record you and/or your voice for this purpose.
NAME OF FILMMAKER: __________________________________________________. (the "Filmmaker")

If you (the “Contributor”) agree that this recording (or any part of it selected by us) of the Contribution may be included in the
Content, please read the following and sign this Release to acknowledge your agreement.
The Organization shall be under no obligation to use the Contribution or any part of the Contribution. If, at the sole discretion of
the Organization, any part of the Contribution is included in the Content, the Organization and the Contributor agree:
1. The Contributor confirms that they have consented to participate in any and all video recordings submitted by the Filmmaker
to the Organization (the "Videos" which may comprise audiovisual, visual-only or audio-only content).
2. The Contributor irrevocably grants to the Organization a sublicensable, non-exclusive, royalty free license to the
Contribution, and grants to the Organization the right to download, edit, copy, modify, and adapt the Contribution.
3. To the extent permitted by law, the Contributor irrevocably waives the benefits of and releases the Company from any and
all claims that the Contributor may now or hereafter have with respect to the use by the Organization of the Videos without
further notification or compensation to the Contributor.
4. The Contributor warrants and confirms to the Organization that (i) unless their parent or legal guardian also signs this
Release, they are at least 18 years old, (ii) they have the right to enter into this Release and grant the rights referred to in it
free from any encumbrances and third party rights, (iii) the Contribution is original to the Contributor and (iv) nothing in the
Contribution infringes or will infringe the copyright or any other rights (including any rights of confidentiality) of any person.
5. If any provision of this Release is invalid, void or unenforceable under the law, rules or regulations of a particular state, such
provisions shall in no way affect any other provision of this Release, the application or the validity or enforceability of this.
6. This Release may be executed or transmitted in any electronic format. The parties agree that this Release may be
authenticated with an electronic signature and each party's electronic signature should be given the same legal force and
effect as a handwritten signature.

for and on the behalf of the Rural Digital Youth Resiliency Project
Details and Signature of Contributor (and, where applicable, Parent/Guardian):

NAME:__________________________________________________________________________
ARE YOU UNDER 18?: ______________________________________________________

